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A study was made of how conventional, face-to-face
teaching methods might be used in conjunction with corresrondence
study (CS), programed instruction (PI) , educational television (ETV)
and radio broadcasts, and other approaches to make higher education
more widely available throughcut the region served by the University
of the West Indies. These auxiliary methods generally showed
advantages in reaching scattered populations, coping with shurtages
of trained and skilled teachers, and enabling adults to study at home
during leisure time. Used with ETV, CS enabled students to proceed at
their own pace. Used with ETV, CS appeared to lose much of its
flexibility tut produce more effective learning. CS and PI proved
conducive to active student participation and effective feedback.
However, certain methods showed disadvantages in cost, feedback, and
opportunity for practical work. retailed guidelines were offered for
administering and planning effective multimedia CS programs. ILe
current state of British correspondence study and educational
broadcasting was also examined, with pa+ticular attention to the
newly inaugurated (January 1971) Open University. (Ten references are
included.)
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INTRODUCTION:
(i)

DEFINITION

Thu term "LEARNING AT A DISTANCE" is defined here
as the undertaking of a systematic course of study wholly or
partly away from the setting of a teaching institution.
Thus one excludes from this discussion the informal
learning which may take place from the superficial viewing of
a television programme or from the casual listening to a radio
broadcast.
But one also includes situations where conventional
face-to-face teaching methods may be used alongside- say broadcasting or postal tuition.
(ii)

AREA TO dE COVERED

In this account one will examine the use of various
media in whole or in part, singly or together to create a
situation in which learning nay take place.

The media concerned will be regarded primarily as
but en extension of the basic learning media of the spoken
word and printed matter.
These have been the two media
traditionally used in conventional 'face -to -face' teaching
methods.

(iii) PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this study is to make a contribution
to the discussions now taking place in t6te West Indies, both
outside and inside the University of the West Indipr ps;
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1.

INTRODUCTION:
(i)

DEFINITION

The term "LEARNING AT A DISTANCE" is defined here
as the undertaking of a systematic course of study wholly or
partly away from the setting of a teaching institution.
Thus one excludes from this discussion the informal
learning which may take place from the superficial viewing of
a television programme or from the casual listening to a radio
broadcast, But one also includes situations where conventional
Face -to -face teaching methods may be used alongside- say broadcasting or postal tuition.
(ii)

AREA TO BE COVERED

In this account one will examine the use of various

media in whole or in part, singly or together to create a
situation in which learning may take place.
The media concerned will be regarded primarily as
but an extension of the basic learning media of the spoken
word and printed matter.
These have been the two media
traditionally used in conventional 'face -to -face' teaching
methods.
(iii) PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this study is to make o contribution
to the discussions now taking place in the West Indies, both
outside and inside the University of the West Indies as to
how the University may extend its resources to make University
education available more widely throughout the region served
by the University- by the establishment of an ERternel
Studies Programme.
Throughout this account reference will be
k)s.

made to the current use of the various media concerned for
educational purposes in the United Kingdom where the authrr
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recently had the opportunity of observing the situation at
first hand.
2.

THE AVAILABLE TECHNIQUES:
It is as well to list rapidly the various techniques
which are now available for use in creating learning situations
away from teaching institutions.
(i)

BROADCASTING (Radio and Television)
Frcm the very beginning of the use of radio and

television the possible educational influence of these media
have been discussed as it has been recognised that these media

can and often do have a great influence on the societies in
which they have been used.
A useful classification of programme with an overtYy
educational bias has been attempted by the Broadcasting SubCommittee of the Universities Council for Adult Education in
They distinguished
Great Britain in an unpublished report.
between three different types of programme as follows:
(a)

THE INSTRUCTIONAL

-

these includetintensive and

limited studies often involving preparation for some examination or qualification.

THE EDUCATIONAL - designed to encourage study in
the field of liberal education but not directly involving
(b)

preparation for any particular examination or qualification.
(c)

THE EDUCATIVE

-

programmes which although lead-

ing to greater knowledge and understanding on the part of the
listener or viewer nevertheless do not necessarily call for
serious study.

It should be noted that in some countries there has
boon some objection to the use of broadcasting in education.
Such opposition has been along four main lines:
(a)
That the educational commitment of broadcasting
as a whole may be reduced if one group of programme was

idontified as being titplicitly educational.

It is as well to list rapidly the various techniques
which are now available for use in creating learning situations
away from teaching institutions.
(i)

BROADCASTING (Radio and Television)
From the very beginning of the use of radio and

television the possible educational influence of these media
have been discussed as it has been recognised that these media
can and often do have a great influence on the societies in
which they have been used.

A useful classification of programme with an overtly
educational bias has been attempted by the Broadcasting SubCommittee of the Universities Council for Adult Education in
They distinguished
Great Britain in an unpublished report.
between three different types of programme as follows:
(a)

THE INSTRUCTIONAL

-

these include!.intensive and

limited studies often involving preparation for some examina
tion or qualification.
(b)

THE EDUCATIONAL -

designed to encourage study in

the field of liberal education but rot directly involving
preparation for any particular examination or qualification.
(c)

THE EDUCATIVE

-

programmes which although lead-

ing to greater knowledge and understanding on the part of the
listener or viewer nevertheless do not necessarily call for
serious study.
It should be noted that in some countries there has
been some objection to the use of broadcasting in education.
Such opposition has been along four main lines:

That the educational commitment of broadcasting
as a whole may be reduced if one group of programme was
identified as being ttplicitly educational.
(a)

(b)
That since no immediate student feedback is
possible the essential two -way process of education is not

possible.
(c)

Another objection is its ephemeral period of

contact.
(d)

Also the rigidity of a broadcast programme planned

far :sway from the true place of learning.
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Attempts have been made to meet these objections by
eliciting response from viewers and also by encouraging viewer
or listener correspondence or arranging for questions by telephone or by way of utilising studio audiences but these efforts
all have serious oisadvantages.

Also there has been the supplementing of the actual T.V.
or Radio Programme by other means such as supporting literature
or by other methods which will be discussed elsewhere in this
study.

CORRESPONDENCE STUDY

(A) DEFINITION AND TYPES:
Correspondence study has been defined by Harris
(1967) as an organised provision for instruction and education
through the post.
There are two main types of correspondence
courses - PACED Correspondence courses in which the students
submit assignments at regular intervals and Free PACING Correspondence courses in which assignments are submitted whenever
the students wish.
,C-A-

rUNITITTITET postal tuition is a method of study

which had long recommended itself to students in many countries
including Great Britain and the Caribbean Territories.

Apart

From some limited and tentative attempts by SOMA Governments la-Di
the region there has been very little indigEnous attempts of
postal tuition in the Caribbean but this method of study has
been used throughout the region especially in the days before
It would be
Higher Education was available in the region.
interesting to know exactly how much correspondence study prevails in the region despite the presence of tut: Universities.
(1'1 c, c

(--)

It

s t

44:

is generally agreed that students who study

!..;e1:ious albauvanLages.

Also there has been the supplementing of the actual T.V.
or Radio Programme by other means such as supporting literature
or by other methods which will be discussed elsewhere in this
study.
(ii)

CORRESPONDENCE STUDY
(e:.) DEFINITION AND TYPES:

Correspondence study has been defined by Harris
(1967) as an organised provision for instruction and education
through the post.
There are two main types of correspondence

courses - PACED Correspondence courses in which the students
submit assignments at regular intervals and Fre PACING Correspondence courses in which assignments are submitted whenever
the students wish.

LearningBy postal tuition is a method of study
which had long recommended itself to students in many countries
including Great Britain and the Caribbean Territories. Apart
from some limited and tentative attempts by some Governments :a cat
the region there has been very little incitious attempts of
postal tuition in the Caribbean but this method of study has
been used throughout the region especially in the days before
Higher Education was available in the region.
It would be
interesting tc know exactly how much correspondence study prevails in the region despite the presence of two Universities.

(L)

It is generally agreed that students who study

by correspondence may be regarded as falling into four main
categories:
Those who for economic or geographical reasons or
the demands cr work can study by no other method - this includes people who live at a distance from a suitable educational institution:
(a)

Those whose prnfessiona/ studies are readily available by correspondence such as accountants.
(c)

Those who have not been accepted for entry into

some recogniocd institution or wherever particular studies are
urmdcUlaLle

(d)

Those who prefer learning alone at home.

The essential features of the machinery for effective
correspondence learning will be discussed elsewhere in this
study.
(iii)

PP,CCF3ArlIEG I.EAWJIV3

Unlike broadcasting and postal tuition programmed learning is still in its infancy and perhaps will net become
widespread for many years to come.
Not the least of the
reasons for this is that such rapid advances are being made in
the use of this medium that most teaching machines which have
so far been produced are out-of-date by the time they come unto
the market and they are very expensive.
But the basic principle
of programming remains the same, namely the breaking down of
subject matter into small units of information which are then
arranged in logical sequence. The student is then directed to
The
work through the subject matter unit by unit on his own.
programme is so arranged that the student does not move from
one unit of information or frame to the next without first
This complete
having learnt and gi:en the right answer.
mastery of each step makes total learning more effective.

The simpler type of programming is called

LINEAR PROGRAMING since the flpu of information moves directly
forward in a straight line. 1,Wa'more complaa type of przgramming called BRANCH PROGRAMING, the essence of which is that if
the student chooses the wrong answer then he is directed
torough a new remedial sequence of frames (a branch) before

Woining the main sequence.
The simpliest teaching machine is the programmed
textbook but complex and expensive electronic computer type of
teaching machines ore now appearing on the market. It will be
some time yet before a good cheap machine is produced.

(iv)

RECORDED fflATERIAL:

Unlike broadcasting and postal tuition programmed learning is still in its infancy and perhaps will not become
widespread for many years tn come.
Not the least of the
reasons for this is that such rapid advances are being made in
the use of this medium that most teaching machines which have
so far been produced are out-of-date by the time they come unto
But the basic principle
the market and they are very expensive.
of programming remains the same, namely the breaking down of
subject matter into small units of information which are then
arranged in logical sequence.
The student is then directed tn
work through the subject matter unit by unit on his own. The
programme is so arranged that the student does not move from
one unit of information or frame to the next without first
having learnt and given the right answer. This complete
mastery of each step makes total learning more effective.
The simpler type of programming is called
LINEAR PROGRAMMING since the flpu of information moves directly
forward in a straight line. lit'aMore compleRn type of przgramming called BRANCH PROGRAMMING, the essence of which is that if
the student chooses the wrong answer then he is directed
through a new remedial sequence of frames (a branch) before
.{.1joining the main sequence.

The simpliest teaching machine is the programmed
textbook but complex and expensive electronic computer type of
teaching machines are new appearing on the market. It will be
some time yet before a blood cheap machine is produced.

(iv)

RECORDED MATERIAL:

The use of records in tne study of languages is
now well-known.
Much other material, some educational and
some educative, are now available on records and has been put
to good use by students requiring help in home study.
Perhaps insufficient use has been made of the
tape-recorder in this field.
It may be noted here that in the
West Indies the Radio Unit of the University of the West Indies
has well equipped studios in which much useful material has
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been committed to tape for brwadcast in sore Caribbean countries
and for use in discussion groups.
1

One new striking develepment which is worth
watching is the production of electronc vii o recorders whf.ch
could be very useful to home study students f they fulfil
their early promise.

(v)

STUDY KITS:

These are or many kinds inclwcylg pamphlets,

books, posters, pictures, discussion notes, physical kits for
assembly and construction, and much else to sLit each subject.
3.

ADVANTAGES IN USING THE ABOVE MEDIA
The advantages of using the met ods discussed
in the previous section are numerous. The first ono that comes
1

to mind is '.hat they enable the educationists in reach a widely
scattered population. A-stri-i-i---in-u Lii;:cu-ss-er-n-aredetai--1---1-'.6is is p.,:ticularly significant in an area Ulu the Caribbean
where the centres of population are scattered over a wide area

in fact separated by vast tracks of sea, Broa;loastirg and
corresponoence studies are particularly suited to cope with suei
a scattered population.
In most countries neijiy all adults
have access to a radio set end postal servic.;, ore available.
Television is more difficult as some of the 6rlitories hove no

Television Stations and even where available coverage is limited
and the coot el receiving sets i3 high yet tiler.e is the growing
tendency for, the central_governmepts to se-1ply commercial teleC t.-1. V... s s ..A.A.- v., 4. i'l
vision sets 4 in towns and larger villages where electricity is
available.
n community centres,
Thus these are aften available
if nowhere else.
fil3

Another great advantage of these methods is that
they suggest a method of coping with the sortage of trained
In using these meth,:ds fewerteachers
and skilled teachers.
are required as one teacher nay, through tieso methods reach
many M012 persons than he could in treditinal fa7.e-to-f-ce

could be very useful to home study students if they fulfil
their early promise.

(v)

STUDY KITS:

These are of many kinds including pamphlets,
books, posters, pictures, discussion notes, physical kits for
assembly and construction, and much else to suit each subject.
3.

ADVANTAGES IN USING THE ABOVE fflEDIA

The advantages of using the methods discussed
in the previous section are numerous. The first one that comes
to mind is '.hat they enable the educationists to reach a widely
scattered population.
R-str1 -3-A---b-eriti-s-.3-er}---i-rr-rrare---ti-e-t-eri-i 1-ater-`6is is r-ticularly significant in an area like the Caribbean
where the centres of population are scattered over a wide area
in fact separated by vast tracks of sea. Broadcasting and
correspondunce studies ere particularly suited to cope with such
In most countries nearly all adults
a scattered population.
have access to a radio set and postal services are available.
Television is more difficult as some of the territories have no
Television Stations and even where available coverage is limited
and the cost of receiving sets i3 high yet there is the growing
tendency for_the central_governments to supply commercial television sets in towns and larger villages where electricity is
available.
Thus these are often available in community centres,
if nowhere else.
Another great advantage of these methods is that
they suggest a method of cop ing with t, shortage of trained
In us ing these methods fewer teachers
and skilled teachers.

are required as one teacher may, through these methods reach
m::ny mole persons than he co uld in traditiencl face-to-f ce
Also the host teac hors can be used so that the teachtuition.
ing of a very good teacher c an be made widely available.

Then learning at a distance can generally take

place inside the Audents' home so that there is the minimum
dislocation of his normal life. Thus the student can continue
This is particularly
working and study during his leisure time.
important where for economic reasons the student does not wish
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to give up employment in order to study within a conventional
institution.
It is also worth notirri that recent research

suggests that many persons actually prefer to study at hoce.
Thus the illenchester investigation into correspondence study
established that
the students' decision to study by correspondence rather than by another method was not forced on them by
lack f available oral classes",
In fact it was found that in
many :ases the students' decision to study by correspondence
was die tn "positive expectations" about aspects of the correspondence method.
Considerations such as occupational and
domestic circumstances were found to he secondary to this.
Another advantage in e:31-3 these techniques is

that with the possible exception of t,:luvision it is relatively

inexpensive to prepuce and use materi31 for these media. For
example material can be prepared and recorded and used ever and
over again subject to the necessity f-Jr updating the courses.
Then for radio, in particular, receiving sets are now generally
reacLly available and are comparatively cheap.
In addition where used alone correspondence
stud' enables a student to progress at his own pace.
This is
an inosrtant advantage as in these circumstances the student
is not hampered by needing to strive to keep up the pace uith
others in a class, nor, on the other hard, if he is a slaw
leerier, is he "lost" by the faster pace of a class cf which
he may be a member.
Of course such En advantage no longer holds
when correspondence studios are intecrated with radio or T.V.
or conventional face-to-face methods where it is required that
all Darticipants keep pace with each other within curtain
limits.

But this should not bp interpreted to moan that
such integration of media is untirele disadvantageous.
Although positive evidence is scanty it seems

clear that students rind it uesier to learn when correspondence

cLuu J.

y

r

iu study Jyt rorfu.

Thus the Manchester investigation into correspondence study
established that "the students' decision to study by ccrrespondence rather than by another method was not forced on them by
lack of available oral classes",
In fact it was found that in
many cases the students' decision to study by correspondence
was due to "positive expectations" about aspects of the correspondence method.
Considerations such as occupational and
domestic circumstances were found to be secondary to this.
Another advantage in using these techniques js
that with the possible exception of television it is relatively
inexpensive to produce and use material foe these media.
For
example material can be prepared and recorded and used over and
over again subject to the necessity fer updating the courses.
Than for radio, in particular, receiving sets are now generally
readily available and are comparatively cheap.
In addition where used alone correspondence
study enables a sedent to prugress at his own pace.
Phis is
an important edvantage as in these eircumstances the student
is not hampered by needing to strive, to keep up the pace with
others in a class, nor, on the other hand, if he is a slew
learner, is he "lost" by the faster pace of e class cf which
he may be a number.
Of course sech an advantage no longer holds
when correspondence studios arc integrated with radio or T.V.
or conventional face -to -face methods whore it is required that
all participants keep pace with each other within curtain
limits.

Out this should not be interpreted to mean that
sqch .integration of media iu entirely disadvantageous.
Although positive evidence is scanty it seems
blear that students find it easier to learn when correspondence
studies are linked with the broadcasting media than when studyieg by correspondence alone. For example, where television is
use4 it seems that the students are encouraged to work and to
sustain their efforts to the end of the course. Also, good
television programmes may enable the student to learn things
which cannot be effectively taught by correspondence. Then
when linked with correspondence study broadcasting material can
be male more effective by being particularly tailored to meet

1.2
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the peculiar neods of the participating students.

This is

especially because the broadcaster will know just who his
audience is and what aruas of the subject are being effectively
covered by the correspondence studies.

Thus he may, for example,

chose not to cover areas of the subject which are being subsequently covered by correspondence but to concentrate cn doing
the things for Thich the broadcasting medium is bust suited.
Another example of the flexible use which can
be made of those media is by linking them with conventional
face-to-face teaching situations in which the latter cnn be
made to overcome some of the disadvLr,' ages in the use of these
media alone. For example it will be possible to offei practical
work in this way and thus overcome one of the real difficulties

involved in attempting to learn most areas of most science
subjects "at a distance".
Also by this means the instructors are able to
obtain some feedback from their students and deal with some of

the real intractable problems with which they are unable to
cope effectively when teaching at c distance.
In most countries classes in higher educational

institutions are becoming bigger and larger thus making personal
In such a situation thu
attention more and more difficult.
techniques being discussed here brings the additional element
of personal attention and tuition. This should be an important
feature of any worthwhile corruspordence course.

Another advantage which is particularly true
of correspondence studies and programmed learning is that,- unlike the traditional passive methods, the student learning

by these methods is actively rospording the whole time which
Also
is considered greatly improves the learning process.
the student is made aware of how hE or sho is progressing by
the method of prusentntion of tho material.

4.

DISADVANTAGES IN USING THE ABOVE MEDIA

qUURtly COVLIOO oy corresponuz3nuL3 UUL LU

the things for which the broadcasting medium is bust suited.
Another example of the flexible use which can
by linking them with conventional
be made of these media
face -to -face teaching situations in which the latter can be
made to overcome some of the disadvantages in the use of these
media alane. For example it will be possible to offer practical
work in this way and thus overcome one of the real difficulties
involved in uttempting to learn most areas of most science
subjects "at a distance".

Also by this means the ilstructors are able to
obtain some feedback from their students and deal with some of

the real intractable problems with which they are unable to
cope effectively when teaching at a distance.
In most countries classes in higher educational
institutions ore becoming bigger and larger thus making personal
In such a situation the
attention more and more difficult.

techniques being discussed here brings the additional element
of personal attention and tuition. This should be on important
feature of any worthwhile correspondence course.
Another advantage which is particularly true
of correspondolco studies and programmed learning is that,- -

unlike the traditional passive methods, the student learning
by these methods is actively responding the whole time which
Also
it is considered greatly improves the learning process.
the student is made aware of how he or she is progressing by
the method of presentation of the material.

4.

DISADVANTAGES IN USING THE ABOVE MEDIA
Perhaps the gruatust disadvantage of 'learning
at a distance' is that the student uften is isolated and requires much self-discipline in order to complete the course.
This is particularly true of Correspondence Study but as will
be discussed later this feeling of isolation can be at least
partially overcome by linking correspondence tuition to other
media such as radio or television or face -to -face tuition.

But in any case these media will be most effectively used by
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students who have a greet enthusiasm for learning.
When compared with conventional teaching methods
these media involve a great delay in the teacher reacticn to
student response, if any

ill. It is particularly difficult

to arrange for such feedback in broadcasting but here again
this problem can be overcome, if only partially, by linking

broadcasting with correspondence study by which latter medium
a certain amount of feedback - although delayed - can be obtain-1
ed.

This presumes the existence of a fairly efficient postal

service with a widespread network of mail recoiving and distribution centres.

With care the feedback of earlier programme
can be made use of in the later programmes in order to meet the
difficulties being experienced by students.

It is even suggest-

ed in some quarters that the programmes should be put out live
in order to make full use cf feedback material collected as a
result of earlier programmes in a given series. But for obvious
reasons tnere is much persuasive argument against producing

such programmes live although there are certain potable exceptions such E.,E the famous Farm Forum programme in Canada.

Then there is the problem of cost of preparing,

producing and circulating or broadcasting material for use on
these media.

While the cost -f preparing correspondence

studies is comparatively lcw yet, on the other hand, the cost

of producing television programmes is very high and the cost
cf receiving sets is still not negligible. But while the cost
cf correspondence courses to the student is quite high the cast
of television programmes to the individual student may be low
especially where communal sets are available for viewing.
The Manchester Study of correspondence education
in the United Kingdom found that, as there was generally no
subsidy for correspondence education, participating students

were being agked to pay fees six to seven times as high as
those for equivalent courses in Technical Colleges.
It was

furth ©r noted that on this level is only being maintained by

these media involve a great delay in the teacher reaction to
student response, if any at 611.

It is particularly difficult

to arrange for such feedback in broadcasting but here again
this problem can be overcome, if only partially, by linking
broadcasting with correspondence study by which latter medium
a certain amount of feedback - although delayed - can be obtain-1
ed.

This presumes the existence of a fairly efficient postal

service with a widespread network of moil receiving and distribution centres.
With care the feedback of earlier programme
can be made use of in the later programmes in order to meet the
difficUlties being experienced by students.

It is even suggest-

ed in some quarters that the programmes should be put out live
in order to make full use r.f feedback material collected as a

result of earlier programmes in a given series. But for obvious
reasons there is much persuasive argument against producing
such programmes live although there are certain notable exceptions such es the famous Farm Forum programme in Canada.
Then there is the problem or cost of preparing,
producing and circulating or broadcasting material for use on
these media. While the cost -)f preparing correspondence
studies is comparatively low yet, on the other hand, the cost
of producing television programmes is very high and the cost
ef receiving sets is still not negligible.
B;t while the cast
of correspondence courses to the student is quite high the cc.st

of television programmes to the individual student may be low
especially where communal sets ore available for viewing.
The Manchester Study of correspondence education

in the United Kingdom found that, as there was generally no
subsidy For correspondence education, participating students
were being asked to pay fees six to seven times as high es
those for equivalent courses in Technical Colleges.

It was

further noted that even this level is only being maintained by
the high percentage of students who fail to complete the
courses.

As a matter of interest it is worth noting here that

some correspondence colleges "guarantee" examination success
by offering free tuition following failure at the first attempt
until success is achieved.

Another disadvantage of the educational use of
these media is the difficulty in arranging for the student to
do necessary Practical Work where the nature of the subject

16
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being taught requires this. Examples of these are some science
subjects and some professional studies.
Again this difficulty

can be partially overcome by linking the use of these media to
Thus the
each other and to conventional faceto-face tuition.
Open University in the U.K. is plonning to meet this problem
by supplying "Practical Kits" for use ot home, extensive practical demonstrations on television and practical instruction in
summer schools which students will be expected to attend. But
despite all such efforts it may be that some subjects do not
For example,
lend themselves to easy study through this media.
programmed learning may only ba effective with subjects which
have a large volume of factual material.

As will be emphasised again 1ptor the use of
those media require a higher degree of organisation and administrative skill and drive in order to maintain service to the
students at an effective levLi. This is particularly true where
.

more than one of these media are boing linkod together or aro
being used along with conventional teaching methods.

In countries where indifferent odministratien
is the rule especially, in the field of education much c-ro has
taken over the selection and training of administrative
to
and clerical staff.

5,

THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND TEACHING MACHINERY

(i)

INTRODUCTION

The setting up of effective learning situations
"nt a .distence" require on efficient administrative

7,pparrAGs.

This is particularly true of correspondence studies which must
This involves the
revolve around a highly orgonised office.

writing of courses, tuitional cuidnce, and tho correction by
letter of material regularly subm.i.tted by n widely scnttured
Thus
group of students each working in his own place and time.
there are both administrntive and educational sides to this

each other and to conventional face-to-face. tuition.

Thus the

Open University in the U.K. is planning to moot this problem
by supplying "Practical Kits" for use at home, extensive practical demonstrations on television and practical instruction in
summer schools which students will be expected to attend. But
despite all such efforts it may be that some subjects do not
For example,
lend themselves to easy study through this media.
programmed learning may only ba effective with subjects which
have a large volume of factual material.
As will be emphasised again later the use of

.

these media require a higher deg..-oe of organisation and administrative skill and drive in order to maintain service to the

students at an effective level. This is particularly true where
more than one of these media are being linked together or are

being usad along with conventional teaching methods.
In countries where indifferent administration
is the rule especially, in the field of education much c-ro has
to be taken over the selection and training of administrative
and clerical staff.

5.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND TEACHING MACHINERY

(i)

INTRODUCTION

The setting up of effective learning situations
"at a .distance" require on efficient administrative cepprrAus.

This is particularly true of correspondence studies which must
This involves the
revolve around a highly organised office.
writing of courses, tuitional guidance, and the correctian by
letter of material regularly submitted by a widely scattered
group of students each working in his own place and time. Thus
there are both administrative and educational sides to this
It is generally
work and both need to be closely co-ordinated.
agreed that the larger the unit the greater the difficulty and
the more complex the task of preserving links between the educational and administrative sides of the work.
Also problems are multiplied when en attempt is
made to integrate the use of various media or to correlate the
use of these media with conventional face-to-face teaching.
This latter presents serious problems of timing and organisation.
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Thus, as already mentioned, while in correspondence tuition
-.u114-o-n alone the individual student may proceed at his own

pace and at his own choice of place and time yet when such
study is linked with T.U. or Radio broadcasts or face-to-face
tuition then all participating students need to proceed at the
same pace in order to be able to make maximum use of such broadcasts or tutorials.
(ii)

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE SIDE

Ir corresponden,:e study the teachirg unit is a
written "lesson" which requires study over a given period and

covers one topic of section of information.
The chief duties on the administrative side are:
(a)

(b)

The prirting or duplication of study material;
The despatch and receipt of material on its way
to and from students;

(c)
(d)

The supply of textbooks, if undertaken; and
The recording of students' marks.

In practice the written lessons may be supplied
in one of three main ways:
(a)

All moy be sent at once.

This method is the
most economical but has been questioned on
edw.:ational grounds;

(b)

They may be sent at regular intervals.

This

is quite expansive and requires maximum discipline on the pert of the learner.
(c)

Whenever the student returns previous exercises.
While educationally very good yet it has many
administrative disadvantages, especially where
linked media studies are being undertaken.
In order to minimise the isolation of home study

the tutor-student and student-college relationships should be
as intinate as large-scale administration and writing styles
-LA:11 ollnY.
Put fM,rr
hc
+L

tuition then all participating students need to proceed at the
same pace in order to be able to make maximum use of such broadcasts or tutorials.
(ii)

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE SIDE

In correspondence study the teaching unit is a
written "lesson" which requires study over a given period and
covers one topic of section of information.
The chief duties on the administrative side are:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

The printing or duplication of study material;
The despatch and receipt of material on its way
to and from students;
The supply of textbooks, if undertaken; and
The recording of students' marks.

In practice the written lessons may bu supplied
in one of three main ways:
(a)

(b)

(c)

All nay bt, sent at once.

This method is the

most economical but has been questioned on
educational grounds;
This
They may be sent at regular intervals.
is quite expensive and requires maximum discipline on thu part of the learner.
Whenever the student returns previous exercises.
While educationally very good yet it has rony
administrative disadvantages, especially where
linked media studies are being undertaken.

In order to minimise th© isolation of home study
the tutor-student and student-college relationships should be
as intimate as large-scale administration and writing styles
will allow. But there can be some variation in the treatment
of written communication from the student and of the nature cf
the personal advisory service from the student adviser and the
student tutor. Thus material from the student may be submitted
directly to the tutor and then through the record office for
return to the student where the tutor's work con be checked
on behalf of the student.

20

The administrative side to good broadcasting is
important but both television and radio are technical media
which require skilled and expert producers and teachers and
script writers.
Television, in particular, reqJires
direction, competent camera work and precision timing. Also
it is essential to give long advance notice of broadcasting
plans.
For obvious reasons it is important that the technical
quality of educational broadcasting should not fill below the
level of broadcasting for entertainment purposos

(iii)

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EDUCATIONAL SIDE

In correspondence studies the educator has
the primary responsibility of anticipating studerts' problems
since student response is much delayed. If this is carefully
dor
it will reduce the volume of personal corre: pondonce.
The chief tasks on the oducationa:
(a)

(b)

side are:

The writing and editing of courses;
Revision and continuous up-dating of course material.
This important aspect must be built ..nto any competelt machinery for correspondence ed cation;

(c)

The postal tutoring of individual sthdents;

(d)

fflarking and assessing of students'

Also in constructing a good correspondence
course the educator should bear in mind the following:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

Encouragor,ent of learning through solf-chF:ck

exercises and interim revision test;
Tic provision of written assignment for correction
and comment;
Detailed advice on background readilg, note-taling
and study habits;
Thus the
The printing of good visual materia.
style of presentation should seek tu stimulate and
preserve interest;
it will also be bor..e in mind that la method which

relies primarily on communication C:y the written

word will give emphasis to clarify of expression,
the identification cif the l'undamentals of the

subject, special explanation of difficult concepts

and the logical presentation of Om learning
Sequences.

- 12

(iv)

-

THE "iilliLTI-HEDIALAISy5115".APPI,OACH

There is an increasing awareness, as has been
already mentioned, thnt "learning at a distance" can be best
promoted by the combination rq the various available media
together with, where possible, the use of conventional faceIt has already been mentioned that such an
to-face methods.
integrated provision of teaching material requires a high r1Le
of organisation and precision.
This ,y,:, not he 7:kirr-emphasised.
Out the advantages to be gained far outweigh the difficulties
which present themselves.
Thus, as PROSSER reminds us, chile corres07-nd-

ence courses are very impersonal and demand a high degree of
self - discipline, regular T.V. and radio broadcasting can inject
a more human element and provide e stimulus to regular student

study uhcr, built int? a multi-modin instructionalystm.' It
should be noted that such an integrated system forms the core
of the courses to be off :red by the OPEN UNIVERSITY in the
This gill. be discussed in more detail elseUnited Xirgdor.
Out it should be wentioned that in
chcre in tht..':.study.
addition to the use of the various media the Open University
is establishing a structure of local counselling and tutorial
arrangements in study centres in order, ccnnng other things,
to overcome some of the fueling Lf isolation L:ihich is implicit
in hone study.

In sparsely populated arons especially in

developing countries or wherever for other reasons, such as
lock of qualified teachers, it may be difficult to orunise
crequent face -to -face C.assus, IL.gular morthly weekend sessions
may he all that is possibl: or, even worse, rLquler summer
In the meantime educatipnl radj.d or television
courses.

broadcasts can

Lac:

used to provide eontinu:Ay durirg the long

purinds ,rquen teacher .1nd student cannot newt.

mommramommisimmm

EMMEMMEMEMM

There is an incrasinl_j awareness, as has been

already mentioned, that "learning A e distance" can be best
promoted by the combination of the various available media
together with, where: possible, the use of conventional face to- face m,:thods.
It has already been mentioned thA such an
irtograted provision of teaching material requires a high
of organisation and precision.
T1, _s p,-:!Liot ho ever-emphasised.
Bet the advantages to be gained fa outweigh the difficulties
which present themselves.

Thus, as PROSSER reminds us, while corresvrderce courses are very impersonal and denand a high degree of
self-discipline, regular T.V. and ..adiu broadcasting can inject
a more human elenunt and provide a stimulus to regular student
study when built into a multi-media instructional;%y3tem,.:.It
should be noted that such on intog:oted system forms the core
of the courses to be offered by the OPEN UNIVERSITY in the
United Kingdom.
This will be discussed in more detail elseBut it should be mentioned that in
ii,hure in thi17-study.
addition to the use of the various media the Open University
is establishing a structure of local counselling and tutorial
arrangements in study centres in order, among other things,
to overcome sone of the fueling of isolation which is inplicit
in hone study.

In sparsely populated areas especially in
developing countries or wherever fcr other reasons, such as
lark of qualified teachers, it may be difficult to organise
frequent face-to-face classes, rugelar monthly weekend sessions
m./ be Dll that is possible or, even ,worse, regular summer
courses.
In the meantime educatioral radio or television
broadcasts con be used to provide continuity during the lung
pe :ieds when teacher and student cannot nett.

6.

THE

INCIDENCE OF "LEARIMG AT A DISTANCE" IN THE UNITED

CORliESPOIWEdLE STUDIES

Of the various media being discussed her::
the one which has been most intundely 3t.udicd i3 that of

ce:respendeneu oducAion and nest of those tidies have t)(n
dune quite rLc,:ntly.
The edLentiaral authorities have, until
recently, conoidprod corrLpondeflot uduction a last resort

for those who for economic or geographical reasons could not
obtain effective face -to- face tuition and that the demand for
correspondence education would diminish as more adequate
provision was made for conventional education. But contrary
to these expectations the number of students registering for
correspondence education seems to be increasing. Thus it has
been estimated that the annual enrolment for correspondence
study in Britain is about 2H4,000 and that the total number
taking correspondence courses at any one time is approximately
500,000.

However, un-t-i-I the recent establishment of the

Correspondence Collages Accreditation Council has meant that
those colleges who we desire may have the support of a public
On the other hand in some countries notably Scandinavia,
Australia, France, Russia and Holland Correspondence Colleges
body.

are under some public supervision and even in some cases,
public sponsorship.

Thus it is not surprising that most cf the
agencies offering correspondence studies in the United Kingdom
are commercial institutions run for profit.

But the hest of these institutions are highly
responsible and have recently founded the Association of
British Correspondence Collages which is designed to maintain
The older
academic stpreards and to Drevent sharp practices.
of the Correspondence Colleges wore all started during the
last two decodes of the 19th century.

Although some of these institutions have now
discontinued their work in this field it is worth noting that
there have been non-profit making institutions which have made
correspondence courses nvniloble in institutions where the
traditional forms of eOuca:ien acre unavailable or inapprrip-

riat.

are all character _.;d by their awe rends::
These agoncio
of the educational and crrclal aspirations of the working man

Example 5f these are the Trades Union Congress
which now provides the postal courses previously aFroged by
the Notional Council of Labour Colleges and Ruskin College,
College Harlech, the Cooperative Cr loge, the College of the
Sea, also the Institute of r,rmy Education and the Prison
Services and most, recently the batienal Extension Collage of
and womln.

Cambridge.

at-
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TELEVISION

In regard to broadcasting(both radio and
television) the British Broadcasting Corporation as well as
the independent Television Authority maintain the distinction

between educative and educational programmes mentioned above.

In discussing thee matters it is worth
noting that it has been estimated that during each day some
30,000,000 people watch television and over 18,000,000 people
listen to the radio.
launched a second
In April 1964 the
television channel (8.8.C. 2) which compleffcnts the offering

of B.B.C. 1, and enoble5 the Corporation to give more explicit
attention to its educational funct:..:,n.

Among its neducetve" provis'ens the B.O.C.
Television offers weekly programmes such as Ph,OFWMA with an
estimated weekly -.:udierce of 6,000 000 and special documentary
programmes. On B.B.C. 2 there are generally pronrammes such
as discussins, reviews end edited versions of political and
scientific conferences. Also each evening there is a prcorcmTe
lc is considered
explaining and interpreting the day noes.
that these programmes have made millions of pccple aware or
world events, personalities and policies.
It is with the prograr!mes designed to be r-iarc particularly concerned in this
rlarily educational that
number of programmes
Into this category falls
account.

which are ,lso meant to entertain although primarily educationAlso there arc thcse programm!_s which ore implicitly
al.
Thus
under tho heading Further Education and Adult Education.
and 2 usually
the B.O.C. offers such proorammes on Channels
on Sunday {mornings with repeas on ,repel: nights or the folluwino
In addition there are Further Education
Sat ,rd ay morning.
1

I.1.V. also ft,r!ms
programmes on 8.6.C. 2 on weekd::y ,vcnings.
adults educ.,]tien oiogrmme on Sundy renninos with repeats an

ww
television) thu British broadcasting uorporotiun
the Independent Television Authority maintain thu distinction

between educative and educational programmes mentioned above.
In discussing those matters it is worth
noting that it has been estimated that during each :y some
30,000,000 people watch television and over 18,000,000 people
listen to thy rr,dio.

In April 1964 the D.D.C. launched a second
television channel (B.B.C. 2) which complements the offering
of B.B.C. 1, and enables the Corporation to give more explicit
attention to its educational function.
Among its "educative" provisions the 8.6.C.
Television offers weekly programmes such as PANORAA with on
estimated weekly audience of 6,000,000 and special documentary
On 8.6.0. 2 there are generally programmes such
programmes.

as discussions, reviews and edited versions of political end
Also each evening there is a programme
scientific conferences.
It is considered
exeleining and interpreting the days news.
That those programmes have made millions of people aware of
world events, personalities and policies.
is with the programmes designed to be primarily educotionol that we are particularly concerned in this
number of programmes
Into this category fells
account.
It

.which are also meE.nt to entertain although primarily educctional.

Also there are those programmes which are implicitly

Thus
under the heading Further Education and Adult Education.
end 2 usually
the B.B.C. offers such programmes on Channels
an Sunday mornings with rupdo-ts on week nights or the following
In addition thorn are Further Education
Saturday morning.
I.T.V. also beams
programmes on B.D.C. 2 on weekW:y utonings.
1

adults education programme on 5tincM) mo:.nings with repeats on

Saturday mornings.
Finally in this c;-tecjory are educational
orogrommus which hove bean developer in a:-,5ociatioh with

learned bodi:s end

eduLatin crganisatiens.

(iii) PALIO

Careful obJLrvatioas in this fiold have
revealed th:t de.:pite the competition from television, sound
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broadcasting still commands a surprisingly largo audience
especially during the day.
Also that for a number of rasons
sound broadcasting offers more facilities for educ2tive
programmes than does television. Such educa-,tive programmes
include news and current affairs features, musical programmes,
Drama, lectures and discussions end school broadcz,,sts which

attract largo adult audiences.

In thw strictly educational category sound
broadcasting has been doing much. For example there ore
special instructional programmes for st:!dents in technical
colleges oar; other voc&tiaral groups including agriculturalists.

Also prominent in the field ore uducational
programmes offered or 1\otoork III. This is on the air butueen
13 end 15 hours per week, and of this four or five hours ore

occupied by strictly eductional programmes.
included in
these sessions are modern languages, historical and current
affairs, discussions a nd musical appreciation. These progronmes are supplemented uith exiilanrtory
These sessions
are contrclled by the U.B.C.1Educetion4Unit which "-!as
.cducational officers and a small section which limsus with
the principal educational agencies esp:lci7:11y those in the
field of adult education.
It has bun consider-Lc thA the opening of
P.B.C. Iccal broadcasting stations firft begun in 1967 will
7r,ake more Lino available for educational purposes.
than:

But now

the recently elected Canst.rvative Gc:,-vernment has announced

its intenti,:n of introducing local commercial broadcasting

stations an: uchdars whether these hopes will be realised.
Among the cos clusinns which can be drawn

from a rev..0

durptionl broadcasting in Britain is that

such media are title to reach audiurc,-:s far great.3r thin thr..su
VIM!

INIVONNIN

LIL,12M,J

sound broadcasting offers more facilities for educative
programmes than does television.
Such educative programmes
include news and current affairs features, musical programmes,
Drama, lectures and discussions end school broadcasts which
attract large adult audiences.
In thu strictly educational category sound
broadcasting has been doing much. For example there are
special instructional programmes for students in technical
colleges and other vocational groups including agriculturalists.
Also prominent in the field are educational
programmes offered on Network III. This is on the air between.
13 and 15 hours per week, and of this four or five hours are
occupied by strictly educational programmes.
Included in
these sessions ore modern languages, historical and current

affairs, discussions and musical oppreciotin.
es are supplemented with explawtory,bpoklots.

These progrcmmThese sessions

are contrclled by the B.B.C.4Education4Jnit which has regional

educational officers and a small section which 'lases with
the principal uducotionol aeL,ncies especially those in the
field of adult education.
It has been considered that the opening of
B.B.C. local broadcasting stations first begun in 1967 will
make more time available for educational purposes.
Out now
that the recently elected Conservative f]everrment has announced
its intention of introducing lucal commercial brordcosting
stations one wonders whether these hopes will be reali3ed.
Among the conclusions uhich can be drawn
from a review of educational brondchstihg in Britain is that
such media are able to reach audiences far grunter than thnse
currently being touched by conventional adult educational
organisations. Alsu that such broadcasting is helping to
change the nature of contemporry socie:y, a fact which adult
educators have to hear in mind.

(iv)

THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

By far the most exciting recent advanc in
our area of study in the United Kingdom has burn the dLveloprent of the idea of the Open UniJ,_tsity which will begin
tk..aehing in January 1971.

This Open University which received its
Royal Charter in May 1969 will introduce racy novel features
into University education in the United Kingdom.
two most striking of these will be:
(a)

Perhaps the

The "Openuss of its policy" - meaning that there
will be no entrance requirements end students,

with few limitations, will be free to take any
courses they wish regardless of inta which
traditional discipline they may be requiped as
falling;
(b)

Yhe utilisation :f the various media discussed
above as the mair methods of instruction.
Not that this idea is new to higher education

as several Universities outside Britain have utilised these
methods to sore degree in providing academic instruction. For
example, the iniversity of New England at A2midale in

South

Wales, Australia, has for sumo time conducted most of its
extension work in this way as do a number of Universities in
Canada and the U.S.A.
In the University the chief method of

instruction wL11 be correspondence studies around which will
be offered an integrated set If radio and television programmes,
summer schools and a regionally organised counselling and
tutorial EystEm..
It is planned the: the "Correspondence Study
material" will be issued to the student in tun rpnthly units
and the students will in turn submit written wor< weekly to
part-time correspondence tutors.
It in estim,2ted that during
the first few years the Open Univ,rsity will need approximately
5,000 such tutors to cope with the 25,300 studorts who will
be accepted to begin work in January 1971.
Both T.V. and
broadcast:: will be used
by the Open University.
It is not envisaged thiA every detail
of a courr:Jp mill he hrn,-0c-st

two most striking of these will be:
(a)

The "Dourless of its policy" - meaning that there
will be no untrnnco requirements and students,

with fuw limitations, will be free to take any
courses they wish regardless of into which. Let
traditional discipline they nay be re iPed cs
falling;
(b)

The utilisation of the various media discussed
above as the main methods of instruction.

Not that this idea is new to higher education
as several Universities outside Britain have utilised these
methods to some degree in providing academic instruction. For
example, the University of New England at Armidale in New South
Wales, Australia, has For somu time conducted most of its
extension work in this way as do a number of Universities in
Carinda and the U.S.A.

In the University the chief method of
instruction uill be corrusoondenue studies around which will

be offered on integrated set of radio and toluvision programmes,
summer schools and a regionally organised :ounselling and
tutorial systcm..
It is planned thaL the 'Correspondence Study
material" will be issued to the student in ton monthly units
and the students will in turn submit written work weekly to
It is estimated that during
the first few years the Open University will need approximately

pert -time correspondence tutors.

5,000 such tutors to cope with the 25,009 students who will
be accepted to bugir work in January 1971.
Both T.V. and Rodio broadcasts will bu used
by the Open University.
It is not onvisogud that every detcil
of a course will be broadcast but judicious use will bu made
of these media in order to supplLment the "correspondence
material" by maintaining continuity of study end in sustaining
the inturust of the. students.

Th,2 present pinns are for one (1) hnlf four

broadcast on tLluvisien and rdin on each course each _reek
which will bu repeated nt thu wGekund5. Bloadcasting will be
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handled by the B.B.C. working closely with the academic and
technical staff of the University.

Television programmus will appear on B.B.C. 2
and the radio part of the courses will bu broF2dcest or the VHF
waveband on B.B.C. Radio 3

It has been estimated that each television
broadcast will cost tun titres the cost of one equivalent radio
broadcast.
Linked tc

these medip will bu e minimum of

face-to-face tuition in which the student will be expected to
participate unless alternative arrangements have been mode
beforehand.

This conventional tuition will take place during

It is
summer schools which will last from one to four weeks.
considered that this will provide an "intensivu period of study

in a different kind of learning situation nnd for this relson
it is regarded f-!s an extremely important port of the education
process".
It is alsu worth noting that the Op,,r1 Uni-

versity intunds setting up study centres in particular parts
of the country wherever the: numbers of registered students
Thesu study centres will be equipped with radio
warrant it.
and television sets nnd provisions for discussion among !=,tedents,

The University is also examining the possibility of arTi-moing
a certnin number of conventional tutorial classes at the study

Thu study centres will also serve as the focal point
of the University's counselling service. Each student will bu
assigned to a counsellor in his geographical arLm whose ri:sponcentres.

sibility it uiil be to establish personal contact with the
student and to guide, help nnd encourr;gu the: student in his
studies.

Counsellors will not be expected to provide subject

tuition.

Apnrt from the tLLhniquus of instruction

Television proorqmmes will appear on B.B.C. 2
and the radio part of the courses will be broadcast or the VHF
waveband on B.B.C. Radio 3 .04"
It has been estimated that each television
broadcast will cost ten times the cost of one equivalent radio
broadcast.
Linked to those media will be a minimum of
face-to-face tuition in which the student will be expected to
participate unless alternative arrangements have been T.7.:de
beforehand.
This conventional tuition will take place dcr,eg
it is
summer schools which will last from one to four weeks.
considered that this will pruvid a- "intensive puriod of study
in a diffurent kind of learning situation nnd for this reason
it is regarded ns an extremely important part of the education
process".
It is alsu worth noting thct the Opun University intends sntting up study centres in particular ports
of the country wherever the numbers of registered students
warrant it. These study centres will be equipped uith radio
and television sets and provisions for discussion among students.
The University is also examining the possibility of arranging
a certain number of conventional tutorial classes at the study
centres.
Thu study centres will also serve as the focal point
of the Univ,r3ity's counselling service.
Each student will bu
assigned to a counsellor in his geographical area whose responsibility it will bu to establish personal contact with the
student nnd to guide, help and encourage the student in his
studies. Counsellors will not bu expected to provide subject
tuition.
Apart from the techniques of instruction
which ore to be employed it is worth noting some of the other
features which are being planned for the Open Unie.orsity. For
administrative purposes six faculties arc being planned Atrs, mathematics, 5ocinl Sciences, Educotionnl Studies,
Science nnd Technology but unlike most conventional Universities LhL students here will be free to choose courses from any
In feet some courses will embrace a wide range of
subjects disciplines. Out it will be pessiblu for 3 student
who wishes to study on subject in depth to do so.
There will
be four levzA5 of ncedemic study. The first level will consist
Faculty.
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of curtain "FCUNDATION COURSES" two of which hest be included
in the six courses in which a student must eorlh credits in

order to ou7lify for the undergreducte degree of H.A. without
honours.
In a D.A. with -Conours night such oi edits are re.quired of which the last two Test be at
ird
fourth level. The four foundation ccursos which are being
offered in 1971 are Mathematics, Science, Hu-mnities and
Understanding Society.
Credits will be awarded as a result of
continuous evaluation on all work dune for the University plus
a.

terminal examination an important fr:,7Luro of which will

the "identiJication" of students thereby ensuring that the
course work ups done by the student and not by an impersonator.
Thu spun University also intinds to offer
High Degrees and Dipinmns. Graduates or persons with equivalent
qualifications will be allowed to take courses by part-time
study leading to the degrees of 13.1u.L?lrr of Ph.losophy, Master
of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy.
Some ::nurses for
pcstgraduntus dugrec:s will be organised simile to the undergraduate courses but there
will also be "rose ]rch credits"
which will be required.
There will be no read to cum lute a degree
with a fixed period but fcr all postgraduate s:udents initial
rugistr-Aion remains operative for a period of one year and
I

rugistration fur further periods "require curt.fioation by the
supervisor(s) that stisfrxtory procireon is hung made".
The University also intends e
for thosc who suck the up-grodinn of stills in the: fields of
industry, coraurce or the rrofessions.
out y.7t available at the time of
It

Det,,i1.; of these arc

,riting.

is worth meting that the Open University

intends pririly to nuet the needs of r.dults ,h7.)

enabh

r; km use of earlier opportuniti;!s for cducAional adv-oce

honours.

:n

[LA. with -onours eight such credits ore FEI-

goired of which the; lost two must be nt
fourth 1,_Jvol.

third -:rd.

The four foundntion courses which ere being

offered in 1971 ore kIthentics, Sciene, Humnoities nod
Understanding Society.
Credits will be .morricd ns o result of

continuous evoluAior or 711.1 work done for the University ries
terminal exmination en impolt;rnt fchture of which 1.11 be,
the "idontifichtien" of students thereby ,2euring thet the
course Lork 02s done by the studunt nhA not by on impercornter.
The '7oen briersity
tntonds to offer
diqh Degrees end Dirlomns.
Grndwites or persons with eceivnient
qunlifio.dtions will be 711b(Jed to tlkU co rscs by urt-time
of Philosophy, (Ilostcr

study lezding to the cieg,:eL:s of

of Philosophy

nd Doctor of Philosophy.
Some courses for
postgroduotes do glens will bu orghnised :imrinr to the urdcrgrodu;?te courses but three
will hist]
"rusunrch credi.ts"
*cr.:

which uj11 be required.

There mill be no need to complete n degree
uith
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